Paramagnetic ionic liquids (PILs) provide new capabilities to measurements of density using magnetic levitation (MagLev). In a typical measurement, a diamagnetic object of unknown density is placed in a container containing a PIL. The container is placed between two magnets (typically NdFeB, oriented with like poles facing). The density of the diamagnetic object can be determined by measuring its position in the magnetic field along the vertical axis (levitation height, h), either as an absolute value, or relative to internal standards of known density. For density measurements by MagLev, PILs have three advantages over solutions of paramagnetic salts in aqueous or organic solutions: (i) negligible vapor pressures; (ii) low melting points; (iii) high thermal stabilities. In addition, the densities, magnetic susceptibilities, glass transition temperatures, thermal decomposition temperatures, viscosities, and hydrophobicities of PILs can be tuned over broad ranges by choosing the cation-anion pair. The low melting points and high thermal stabilities of PILs provide large liquidus windows for density measurements. This paper demonstrates applications and advantages of PILs in density-based analyses using MagLev.
INTRODUCTION
Magnetic levitation (MagLev) is a useful new method for measuring the density of a diamagnetic object. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] MagLev, as developed in our laboratory, relies on paramagnetic solutions (typically generated by dissolving a paramagnetic salt-alone, or as a chelate-in water or an organic solvent), placed in a magnetic field gradient, to suspend a diamagnetic object against gravity. 1 This procedure has broad generality, but also six limitations: (i) Evaporation of the solvent from a solution of paramagnetic salt will increase the concentration of the paramagnetic species, and thus the magnetic susceptibility of the solution. This evaporation of solvent complicates the use and storage of paramagnetic solutions, and in some applications requires calibration or the use of internal standards. (ii) Aqueous solutions of paramagnetic salts cannot be used for density-based measurement of water-miscible or water-soluble analytes. (iii) Paramagnetic salts have high but ultimately finite solubility in water (the limiting solubility in of MnCl 2 is ~ 4.5 M), and even more limited solubility in organic solvents). Water has limited ability to dissolve the paramagnetic salts at subzero temperatures (< 0 °C). These limits to solubility constrain the range of densities that can be measured using these solutions. (iv) Some organic solvents used for water-miscible analytes in MagLev (especially CBr 4 for high-density samples) are toxic and/or flammable. (v) To allow for measurement of water-soluble analytes, the paramagnetic metal ion must be converted into an organic-soluble chelate to give useful solubility; this transformation requires additional synthesis steps. (vi) Measurement of very low (ρ < 1.00 g/cm 3 ) and high (ρ > 3.00 g/cm 3 ) densities is complicated or difficult using simple techniques (although possible with newer versions of MagLev).
Measurement of density by
MagLev can be applied to objects with a wide range of sizes, shapes and physical properties. Since it requires no electricity, MagLev may be particularly useful in resource-limited or field settings, where analytical instrumentation should, ideally, be small, lightweight, independent of electrical power, and easy to use. 1 We have demonstrated the use of MagLev for (inter alia): (i) analyses of food and water 2 , (ii) measurements of protein-ligand binding 3 , and protein-ligand dissociation 4 , (iii) threedimensional self-assembly 5,6 , (iv) density-based separations in binding events 7 , (v) forensics 8 , (vi) distinguishing chemical composition of polymers; (vii) and monitoring the course of chemical reactions. 9 A measurement of density by MagLev requires three components: (i) magnet(s) configured to create both magnetic field and magnetic field gradient; (ii) a paramagnetic medium, and, (iii) one or more diamagnetic analytes. The combination of magnetic field , B, and gradient in the magnetic field ( B . B  ) provides the magnetic force that suspends the diamagnetic analyte against gravity. 1 The paramagnetic medium has two roles: (i) its magnetic susceptibility (i.e., the extent of magnetization in response to the external magnetic field) controls the magnitude of the magnetic (levitation) force, (ii) in accordance with Archimedes' principle, its density determines the gravitational buoyancy of the diamagnetic analyte. In order to measure density accurately, the paramagnetic medium and the diamagnetic analyte must, of course, be chemically compatible and immiscible.
Replacing solutions of paramagnetic salts with paramagnetic ionic liquids (PILs) circumvents some of the limitations imposed by water (or organic fluids), often used as solvents in MagLev.
The use of PILs for MagLev offers at least seven advantages: (i) Since these ionic liquids are inherently paramagnetic, they can be used without dilution; PILs thus offer higher magnetic susceptibilities than solutions of paramagnetic salts; they also eliminate errors or uncertainties due to variations in concentration of a paramagnetic solute. (ii) PILs have very low vapor pressures, and do not evaporate at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. (iii) The density and magnetic susceptibility of PILs are defined by their chemical components, and by the stoichiometries of those components. Since the stoichiometry is fixed, and since the PILs can be used in their pure liquid state, the magnetic susceptibility and density of each system is fixed.
These two properties make it easy to recycle PILs and enable their long-term use as the levitating We note that PILs also have some disadvantages: (i) They are relatively new materials, and many (including all used in this paper) are not commercially available; they are also more expensive than paramagnetic salts (if recycled, the cost can probably fall below that of salt solutions that are not recycled). Syntheses of several PILs have been reported 14, 15, 16 , but they have not been used with MagLev to measure density. To our knowledge, there is only one relevant report: that of the influence of a magnetic field on nitrogen bubbles moving through a paramagnetic ionic liquid. 17 We anticipate that PILs, like conventional ionic liquids that are readily recycled in applications such as organic synthesis, can also be recycled in MagLev. Certain contaminants that may be absorbed during analysis can be extracted from the PILs using an organic solvent, water 18, 19 or supercritical fluid (e.g., carbon dioxide). 20 This paper demonstrates the use of PILs as non-volatile levitation media in MagLev. We describe the synthesis of PILs (three previously reported, as well as thirteen previously unreported), by reaction of organic halides and paramagnetic metal halides as detailed previously. 15, 16 The anions of the PILs we have synthesized are based on iron(III), gadolinium(III), manganese(II), holmium(III), and dysprosium(III) halides. The cations are based on imidazolium, amino acid ester, and tetra-alkylammonium salts. We demonstrate that it is possible to adjust the magnetic susceptibility and density of the PILs by choosing the cation/anion pair and varying the temperature.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis and characterization of PILs. We synthesized the PILs in nearly quantitative (100%) yield by combining imidazolium, amino acid ester, or ammonium halides with paramagnetic metal halides (Scheme 1). These reactions can be performed with or without solvent, followed by removal of the solvent by rotary evaporation (see Supporting Information for experimental details). We characterized these PILs using elemental analysis (see Supporting Information). The PILs respond to and can be easily manipulated by an inexpensive NdFeB (B~ 0.4 T at the surface) magnet ( Figure S1 ).
Thermal properties of PILs. We determined the temperature range over which PILs are liquids (i.e., the liquidus window), by measuring the glass transition (T g ), and decomposition (T d ) temperature of each PIL; Table 1 describes these values. All these PILs are liquids at room temperature. We measured the glass transition temperatures using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), by monitoring the transitions of the PILs in the temperature range from 25 ºC to -75 ºC (the detection limit of our equipment). In general, these PILs displayed a broader range of T g values compared to conventional ionic liquids with narrow range of T g values. 21, 22 Seven of the PILs that we synthesized show glass transitions between -24 ºC to -75 ºC; seven remain liquid with no observable glass transitions from room temperature to -75 ºC. The glass transition temperature for L-alanine methyl ester dysprosium hexachloride, [AlaC1] 3 where aqueous paramagnetic solutions or many organic solvents would freeze (e.g., below 0 ºC).
In addition, PILs (and most paramagnetic materials) have higher magnetic susceptibilities at lower temperatures 15 than at room temperature, and this increase would enable measurements of density for materials with densities higher than could be measured at room temperature using the same medium.
We measured the thermal stability of each PIL at high temperatures using thermal 
Density-based measurements using PILs in MagLev.
We measured the density of diamagnetic objects by suspending them in a container filled with a PIL, and placing this container between two NdFeB magnets (5×5×2.5 cm) oriented with like poles facing each other, 4.5 cm apart (Figure 1 ). 1 The theory describing the levitation of diamagnetic objects due to balance of gravitational and magnetic forces is detailed elsewhere. 1 In the configuration of the magnets shown in Figure 1 Each PIL has its own characteristic density and magnetic susceptibility (Figure 3 , see Table 1 for values). We investigated the accessible density range of each PIL by levitating beads having known density in the PILs and measuring levitation height (Figure 3 ). Varying the structure of the cation or anion has a predictable effect on density and magnetic susceptibility.
Introduction of an additional methyl group in the imidazolium cation, for example, lowers the magnetic susceptibility and density of the PIL (Figure 3 ). Variation of the metal halide anion also decreased on increasing the temperature from 296 K to 323 K (Figure 4 ). This trend was expected, and is consistent with reports on temperature dependence of density for ionic liquids. 23, 24 The magnetic susceptibility of paramagnetic ions increases with decreasing temperature according to the equation: χ = C/(T-T c ) where χ is the magnetic susceptibility, T is the temperature (K), C is the Curie constant and T c is the Curie-Weiss temperature (K). 10 We illustrate, for example, that lowering the temperature of [Aliq] 3 [HoBr 6 ] PIL to -20 °C increases its magnetic susceptibility (χ r.t. = 6.30×10 -4 ; χ -20°C = 6.95×10 -4 ); this increase enables the levitation of denser beads (e.g., 1.25 g/cm 3 ) than could be levitated using the same PIL at room temperature ( Figure S2 ). The temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibility and density of PILs broadens the range of densities that can be measured using the same paramagnetic medium ( Figure S2 ). The density of the [Aliq] 3 [HoBr 6 ] PIL increased (ρ r.t. = 1.10 g/cm 3 ; ρ -20°C = 1.15 g/cm 3 ); this increase reduce the need to use additives (e.g., diamagnetic co-solutes, diamagnetic ionic liquids), to adjust the density of the medium.
Correlating density and composition of isotopes and milk using PILs in MagLev.
To demonstrate the applications of PILs with the use of MagLev, we show that PILs can i) correlate the density of known mixture of isotopes to isotopic composition (e.g., differences of five percent in composition can be measured for D 2 O/H 2 O mixture) as a method to monitor isotope enrichment in mixtures ( Figure 5 ), ii) measure differences in density between whole milk and adulterated (e.g., with melamine or water) whole milk ( Figure S3 , Supporting Information).
CONCLUSIONS
PILs are useful as non-volatile media for density-based measurements, using MagLev, across a broad range temperatures and densities. Some PILs have lower densities (< 1.00 g/cm 3 ) than water; these low values enable measurement of density in a range that otherwise requires volatile organic solvents (e.g., ethanol). PILs have large liquidus window and can be used for density measurements in MagLev at low temperatures (e.g., below 0 °C) where the aqueous paramagnetic solutions would be frozen or at higher temperatures (e.g., above 100 °C) where the aqueous solvent would evaporate or boil. The magnetic susceptibility of PILs increases with decreasing temperature and allows the measurement of higher densities than could be achieved using the same PIL at room temperature.
PILs extend the use of MagLev to measure the density of diamagnetic objects. We extend the use of PILs for density-based measurement of analytes that are incompatible with aqueous or organic media (e.g., to measure composition of water isotopes, and milk products). MagLev provides a power-free method for density-based measurement of a mixture of isotopes and for screening the quality of milk in resource-limited settings. The ability to measure density differences at low temperatures can be useful for monitoring crystallization in cooled liquids. temperatures (T g ) were measured using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). d Decomposition temperatures (T d ) determined from thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) were measured at the onset of decomposition (~ 10% mass loss). e T g not observed between -75ºC to 25ºC. * Not a PIL. n/a Not measured. # From literature. 10 
